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 Hot Discussions in Online Grief Forums: An Exploration of the Characteristics of Long Discussion 
Threads in Online Greif Forums  
Jessey Britt 
English and Linguistics 
Analysis 
Purpose 
To determine the characteristics and examine the prevailing 
themes of grief discussion threads that acquire a large 
number of posts, and then compare them to similar threads 
that receive considerably fewer replies.  
Methods 
In total, I selected seven threads in which the original poster expressed a desire to find emotional and 
social support following the death of his or her spouse or significant other. Four of them had more 
than fifteen posts (one from onlinegriefsupport.com, and three from 
greifhealingdiscussiongroups.com), and three of the had fewer than fifteen posts (two from OGS, and 
one from GHDG).  I then copied and pasted each thread into a Microsoft Word document, and used 
the commenting to assign the data In Vivo codes which focused on the characteristics of the 
discursive activity occurring in the thread. During this process, I used the following research question: 
what characteristics contribute to the threads’ sheer length? Each thread was dated in October or 
November 2014. 
The Original Poster Expressed Profound, Incurable Grief 
“People say ‘It's sad, but you have to move on.’ No, I f***ing don't -- and won't, in any 
way. The only reason I haven't killed myself yet is because I promised my family that I 
wouldn't, but there's no way I will choose to live for years -- if god or the universe or 
whatever doesn't kill me, eventually I will.” 
 
This poster, Bluebird from onlinegriefsupport.com, expresses profound incurable grief. 
Her most appreciated responders are those who  fully empathize with her. In fact, 
responders who suggest that she “try to find happiness” and “continue with her life” 
are met with hostility. “I have no desire to live this life anymore. Life is no longer a gift 
to me, it is instead a burden. I will never be at peace or happy at all until/unless I am 
reunited with my husband. That is ALL that I want,”  she responds. 
 
While some of the short threads also exhibited the profound and incurable theme, 
others did not. Although Vee, initiator of the thread “How do I go on without him” on 
the OGS forum, expressed profound grief, she clearly expresses her sense of purpose 
in the life that she must continue without her husband, as she writes “I’d give anything 
to join him wherever he is right now, but my family needs me.” In this way, this poster 
makes herself seem as though she has a support system outside of the members of 
the forum, and to a degree, less dependent upon the online support system. Of 
course, other members respond to Vee’s thread, but the discussion quickly dissipates 
after only three responders interact with her.  
The Original Poster Responds to Nearly Each Post 
One of Bluebird’s responders relates having been in prior emotionally and sexually abusive 
relationships, and that her recently departed husband had alleviated her from that over 
the course of their relationship. She writes “I can’t start again or move on [because] each 
day is torture” in response to her husband’s departure, expressing similar sentiments as 
bluebird expresses. Bluebird then responds:  
 
‘The way you lost your partner is a kind of death, too, and I'm sorry you're going through 
that. I hope you can find some peace, and maybe eventually someone to be with who 
actually does treat you well. As for me, there's no joy in this life anymore. I still hope every 
day to die, and pray to a god I don't really believe in (and hate, if s/he does exist) to kill me 
as soon as possible.’ 
 
In the shorter threads, however, some of the original posters responded to their 
responders, while others did not. Those who did respond did so in only a general way. For 
example, in Vee’s thread on the OGS forum, one responder, jean, expresses that she is 
“sorry” Vee’s loss, assures her that the way she copes with her grief is “normal,” and 
relates the grief she feels resulting from the loss of her mother to establish a commonality 
between them. Vee’s response, however, focuses solely on her own grief, and does not 
acknowledge the grief that jean expresses. While  
 
Vee thanks jean and tells her “you are right,” this is the only time she speaks directly to 
Jean. The rest of her post consists of I-statements that keep the focus on herself; “I feel a 
big void in my life. I’d give anything to have him back with me,” she writes.  
Responders Shared Their Stories, and Sought Support within Other Posters’ 
Threads  
This phenomenon was particularly visible in bluebird’s thread. One of the first posters to 
respond to the thread, Pam, wrote that she “feels exactly the way [bluebird does],” and 
continued to express that she had heard that those who become widowed are more likely 
to die an early death, and that she wished that that would happen to her. Anna, who had 
three dogs that were also “mourning” her husband’s death, responds to this post by 
relating her own story, but also shares the story of adopting another dog named Mia that 
was highly abused by its previous owners. Anna nurtured the dog until it reached a 
healthy weight, and relates that doing so helped her cope with the loss of her husband to 
an extent. She then expresses that she has established a connection between acquiring 
the dog and her husband’s loss; “Now I wonder sometimes if my husband or son had 
something to do with the complicated way Mia came to me,” she writes.  
 
This manifested in some of the shorter threads, but not all of them. In the discussion 
thread entitled “Lost” by Craig Collison, responders post in a similar fashion (seeking 
support in addition to giving it), and other responders responded to those posters 
appropriately, but in a more shorthanded way. Another poster, Stargazer, responds to 
Vee’s post by also acknowledging that she had read Vee’s post, and that she too was 
“sorry for Vee’s” loss. Interestingly though, Stargazer addressed both Craig and Vee, and 
related that she too had lost her husband of six years; neither Vee nor Craig responded to 
Stargazer’s post.  
Sharp Disagreement among Posters’ Religious Beliefs  
In her initial post, bluebird expresses that she is “agnostic verging on atheist since [her] 
husband died,” and continues to express more general agnostic-leaning sentiments 
such as hoping that there is a “god,” but not necessarily holding that as a belief. She 
ends her post very clearly by saying “I definitely don’t want any responses about how 
god never gives us more than we can handle… - if god exists at all, I have no use for 
him/her.” Although she also makes it clear that she does not mean to offend posters 
who hold particular religious beliefs, she explicitly disinvites any sort of responses that 
would position her into recognizing any kind of divine existence.  
 
Of course, some posters responded in the way that bluebird did not want them to. One 
in particular was Brenda Ann, who quoted the bible quite prolifically (i.e. Matthew, 
Hebrews, Genesis, and other books), and ended her post by suggesting that bluebird 
“cultivate hope, rather than be apprehensive.” Bluebird responds by asserting “I do not 
share your view of God… [and] I would appreciate it if you would not quote the bible at 
me,” and then quoting her own initial post in which she asked not to be given 
responses that were of a religious nature. This unsolicited type of response provoked 
other responders to temporarily derail the conversation. Pam, for instance, asks Brenda 
Ann to, instead of guarantee that god has a purpose for those who have endured the 
loss of their spouses (which she claims “no mortal can do”), provide evidence from the 
bible which guarantees that god will re-instate those who have suffered loss with some 
sort of purpose. Brenda Ann does not respond any further to this thread, but a 
conversation within the larger thread between posters Dennis C. and Pam appears in 
which the two share resources with one another. This phenomenon hearkens to the 
previously discussed tendency of the longer threads to contain “sub” threads, but has 
appeared as a reaction to disagreement between the original poster and a responder.  
Discussion and Conclusion  
In this study, I have observed that there is a disparity between the number of posts that certain threads receive in online grief discussion forums, and have examined this disparity as a 
possible source of discontent for those seeking psychological support in such forums. Furthermore, I have explored some of the general characteristics of the threads that received more 
responses in comparison to those that received fewer. Perhaps, though, I have implicitly suggested that when it comes to the sheer number of responses that a thread receives, more is 
better. That is, the more responses a thread initiator receives, the more likely this particular venue for grief expression is to be effective. However, as my analysis shows, that might not be the 
case. Even longer grief discussion threads can also be a source of discontent, as readers can probably infer by reading Brenda Ann’s post on bluebird’s thread in which she well-meaningly 
suggests that bluebird find comfort in religious scripture, only to be reproached by bluebird and other posters. In addition, bluebird probably felt discontent at this as well by receiving 
precisely the kind of support for which she was not looking. Additionally, posters may have used the personal e-mail feature of the discussion boards in order to hold private conversations, 
thus possibly another cause for the discussed disparity.  
 
In Technology and Literacy in the Twenty-First Century, Cynthia Selfe argues that when it comes to technology use, society has two “complicated obligations: first we must try to understand – 
to pay attention to – how technology is inextricably linked to literacy and literacy education in this country; and second we must help colleagues, students, administrators, politicians, and 
other Americans gain some increasingly critical and productive perspective on technological literacy” (24). Although Selfe makes her argument from the perspective of a humanities educator, 
her primary suggestion is that how technology is used is more important than what technology is used. The grief discussion threads I have examined in this study exemplify that, as each of 
the posters used the technology of the discussion board in different ways and for different purposes, thus yielding different results (thread length being one of the more visible differences).  
 
Additionally, Selfe defines technological literacy as a “complex set of socially and culturally situated values, practices, and skills involved in operating linguistically within the context of 
electronic environments, including reading, writing, and communicating” (11). In light of this, it is interesting to take into consideration bluebird’s status as a poet (which she mentions in 
passing toward the middle of her thread as she expresses her inability to take interest in writing poetry since the death of her husband), and her numerous acts of literacy competency 
throughout the thread. As mentioned previously, she quoted herself to re-establish a point, but she also shows a sense of reinforcing the dominant, mainstream conception of “literacy,” 
complete with its inclusive and exclusive implications. For example, JO B alexio response to bluebird’s thread is full of misspellings, abbreviations, and poor use of punctuation. Although 
bluebird is able to discern that this poster lost his or her father, she responds first by “I don’t mean to be rude, but I can’t understand much of what you wrote.” As outside readers, we know 
very little about the backgrounds of these (what society would define as) “less (technologically) literate” posters that either wrote in “unintelligible” language or were for whatever reason not 
able to express themselves as thoroughly and clearly (as is evident in some of the shorter threads), but we can observe the gap in technological literacy that seems evident between some of 
the posters and thread initiators, and thus consider that aspect to be a contributing factor to the disparity in number of responses to the threads.  
 
For those threads that enjoyed more longevity, the space operated somewhat like a passionate affinity space as grievers sought and found a number of “weak ties” with whom they could 
affiliate themselves and congregate for a similar purpose. In Language and Learning in the Digital Age, James Paul Gee and Elisabeth R. Hayes explain that “people with whom we have weak 
ties are not close to us and not likely to be there for us if we need them. They owe us nothing…However, these are people with whom we share much less knowledge and background. Such 
people are more likely to know something that we do not already know and give us new or rare information” (35). They continue to explain that “in fast-changing and unpredictable times, 
weak ties are crucial…Thanks to digital media, everyone in the digitally connected parts of the world, in a sense, lives next to one another. People can be strangers and intimates at the same 
time” (36). Because of the particularity of each thread initiator’s grieving circumstances, the discussion boards allowed people in similar situations (in this case, having recently lost a spouse) 
to connect with each other and to share resources with one another. In a sense, this phenomenon shows exactly this aspect of Gee’s and Hayes’s argument. The thread participants, although 
they did not know each other at all (as some of them were from different parts of the world, i.e. bluebird was from the U.S., while one of her responders was from the U.K., and yet another 
was from Australia), were able to form intimate bonds with one another by sharing resources and experiences. In some cases, this sharing even led to the creation of new knowledge as 
posters developed and suggested new and original coping ideas that were relevant to their situation, as the poster Anna (who adopted the abused dog, Mia) did in bluebird’s thread.  
 
While this study does not fully address the complexities that are inherent in online grieving discussion boards (as no study ever could), it does explore one aspect of them. This particular 
interdisciplinary lens, which examines various ways in which grievers use the technology, might help psychologists re-frame studies that attempt to monolithically gauge the effectiveness of 
such discussion forums or other uses of technology for the purpose of grief expression and coping.  
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